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Abstract: In this paper, an improved delayed detached eddy simulation method combined with
shear-stress transport (SST) model was used to study the three-dimensional turbulent characteristics
in a small rotary engine with a peripheral port. The turbulent characteristics including instantaneous
velocity, turbulent fluctuation, coherent structure and velocity circulation were analysed based on a
dynamic model of the small rotary engine. Three sets of conclusions on the basis of computational
results were obtained. First, it was found that large-scale vortex structures with high intensity were
distributed in the center of the chamber in the intake process and broke into lots of small vortex
structures in the compression process. Second, flow stability in the X direction decreased from
the leading to the trailing in the small rotary engine. The fluctuation velocity of the Y direction
showed the paraboloid feature and its peak position moved from the mid-back to the middle of the
chamber during the operation process. Third, during the intake process, two vortices occurred in the
cross section parallel to the covers and were located at the leading and trailing of the cross section,
respectively. Compared to the intake process, more vortices occur at cross sections which were far
away from the central section during the compression process.
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1. Introduction

Rotary engines offer higher power density, lower vibration and fewer part counts than
conventional reciprocating engines [1,2]. Based on these advantages, the rotary engine has wide
prospective applications for unmanned aerial vehicles, portable devices, and generator units in
military and civil fields [3]. The problem of very low thermal efficiency in rotary engine has not yet
been solved. A small rotary engine due to a large surface-to-volume ratio aggravates this problem.
Previous investigations have suggested that thermal efficiency is closely related to the mechanism
of the flow field [4–7]. Due to the long and narrow space of the chamber and high-speed rotation of
the rotor, turbulence is the most prominent feature in the flow field. In order to improve the thermal
efficiency in a small rotary engine, an examination of the turbulent characteristics of the flow field is
particularly necessary.

For numerical simulation, the transient turbulent characteristics of the conventional reciprocating
engine have already been investigated through large eddy simulation (LES) [8–11]. Although LES is
considered a high-fidelity method, it requires a huge amount of computational expense [12]. In order
to obtain accurate results and save computational cost, detached eddy simulation (DES) combining
the Reynolds-average Navier Stoke (RANS) and LES has been developed [13]. The DES simulated
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the small eddies near the boundary using RANS and the large eddies in the far field using LES [14].
For wall-bounded flows, the flow instability was too weak so that it required many boundary-layer
thicknesses to obtain a sufficiently developed turbulence [15]. Based on this background, a DES
shear-stress transport (SST) model was proposed [16]. The DES-SST model has been used to predict
turbulent characteristics in a simplified engine setup [17]. The velocity field was analyzed for both
computation and experiment with a special emphasis on the useability of the DES-SST model to predict
turbulent fluctuations, and the turbulent length scale was determined. Then, the DES-SST model
was successfully applied to the investigation of turbulent fluctuation in a gasoline engine [18]. The
study made a comparison between the instantaneous velocity field and experimental measurements
during the intake and compression stroke in a single cycle. Good agreement between the magnitudes
of the large-scale fluctuation resolved by both the DES-SST and the PIV experiment was obtained.
Furthermore, an improved delayed detached eddy simulation (IDDES) SST model was developed
based on the classical DES-SST model [19]. It improved the inaccurate treatment in the grid-induced
separation for the DES-SST. In a small rotary engine, high rotating speed aggravates air flow instability
and the chamber space changes in a form of irregularity. Both of them increase the complexity of
turbulence in a small rotary engine.

For all the reasons mentioned above, the main purpose of this paper is to study turbulent
characteristics with the IDDES-SST model combined with the Q-criterion. For the definition of the
Q-criterion, refer to Section 2.4. Unstructured deforming mesh and sliding three-dimension mesh are
adopted. A user defined function (UDF) invoked by commercial CFD software FLUENT is used to
define the movement of the mesh. In order to present the advantages of the IDDES-SST model, the
results acquired by RANS are also shown. This paper focuses on the investigation of the instantaneous
velocity, turbulent fluctuation, coherent structure and velocity circulation at 15,000 r/min in a small
rotary engine.

2. Mathematical Model

2.1. Improved Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation (IDDES) Model

The IDDES method is used as the turbulence model to simulate the turbulence characteristics
of a small rotary engine. In this model, the modified Menters SST two-equation eddy viscosity [20]
is used as the RANS model. The modification of the RANS model is the dissipation-rate term of the
turbulent-kinetic energy (TKE) transport equation. The TKE equation can be written as:
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The LIDDES defined as IDDES length scale, can be written as:

LIDDES = f̃d(1 + fe)LRANS + (1− f̃d)LLES (2)

LRANS =
κ1/2

β∗ω′
,LLES = CDES∆ (3)

∆ = min{max{Cw∆max, Cwd, ∆min}, ∆max} (4)

CDES is an important parameter to describe the turbulent scale length. The corresponding value
CDES should be calibrated by either branch of both the κ − ε and the κ −ω branches that exist in the
SST-based mode [17]. The κ− ε branch is dominant, because the LES mode of the IDDES-SST is mostly
away from the wall. The value of CDES is determined as:

CDES = (1− F1)Cκ−ε
DES + F1Cκ−ω

DES (5)
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2.2. Flow-Field Decomposition

The velocity of the flow field can be divided into mean velocity and turbulent fluctuation
velocity [21,22], shown as:

→
U =

→
UEA +

→
UF (6)

→
UEA =

1
N

N

∑
i=1

→
U (7)

2.3. Velocity Circulation

Vorticity is the tendency for elements of the fluid to ‘spin’ [21]. For a small area of fluid flow A,
vorticity can be calculated by:

dJ = Wij cos(
→
ω,
→
n )dA = WijdA (8)

On the other hand, vorticity is related to circulation in a fluid by the Stokes’ theorem:

ΓL = 2J = 2
∫

A
WijdA (9)

2.4. Q-Criterion

The Q-criterion is most wide and simplest method to identify coherent structures in an engine [23].
A coherent structure is defined as a turbulent flow containing orderly components that can be described
as being instantaneously coherent over the spatial extent of the flow structure. The Q-criterion is used
to describe the vortex structures by iso-surface using a specified Q value. The Q is a second invariant
with regard to the velocity gradient tensor, defined as [24]:
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3. Geometric Model and Dynamic Meshing

3.1. Geometric Model

In the present study, a geometric model that has the small rotary naturally aspirated is established.
The rotor revolves both round the center of the cylinder and on its own axis. The rotation speed ratio
between the rotor and the eccentric shaft is 1:3. The schematic diagram of the small rotary engine is
shown in Figure 1. The coordinates of X, Y and Z are established in the central plane. The technical
parameters of the engine are listed in Table 1.
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Figure 1. Schematic of small rotary engine. 

Table 1. Small rotary engine specifications. 

Parameter Value
Generating radius 21 mm 

Eccentricity 3 mm 
Displacement 5 mL

Compression ratio 8.5 
Width 14.5 mm 

Intake phase Advanced angle, 459° BTDC; Delay angle, 220° ATDC 
Exhaust phase Advanced angle, 198° BTDC; Delay angle, 486° ATDC 

3.2. Dynamic Meshing 

Since the work processes of the three chambers are the same and computation needs to save cost, 
only one chamber is selected for the simulation. Considering the operating characteristics of the small 
rotary engine, the peripheral intake and exhaust ports are static due to having no moving parts. The 
combustion chamber is modeled with the dynamic mesh according to the movement characteristics 
of the engine. For the dynamic mesh, unstructured mesh is adopted. The mesh element is set to  
0.2 mm and the grid compression arithmetic near the wall is used. The total mesh number is up to 
1,050,000 at 360° BTDC, shown in Figure 2. 

For the dynamic mesh, DEFINE_CG_MOTION and DEFINE_GRID_MOTION are used to 
specify the motion of the dynamic zone in FLUENT 16.0 by providing the velocities and grid update 
at each time step. 
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Figure 2. Computation mesh. 

Figure 1. Schematic of small rotary engine.

Table 1. Small rotary engine specifications.

Parameter Value

Generating radius 21 mm
Eccentricity 3 mm

Displacement 5 mL
Compression ratio 8.5

Width 14.5 mm
Intake phase Advanced angle, 459◦ BTDC; Delay angle, 220◦ ATDC

Exhaust phase Advanced angle, 198◦ BTDC; Delay angle, 486◦ ATDC

3.2. Dynamic Meshing

Since the work processes of the three chambers are the same and computation needs to save cost,
only one chamber is selected for the simulation. Considering the operating characteristics of the small
rotary engine, the peripheral intake and exhaust ports are static due to having no moving parts. The
combustion chamber is modeled with the dynamic mesh according to the movement characteristics of
the engine. For the dynamic mesh, unstructured mesh is adopted. The mesh element is set to 0.2 mm
and the grid compression arithmetic near the wall is used. The total mesh number is up to 1,050,000 at
360◦ BTDC, shown in Figure 2.
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For the dynamic mesh, DEFINE_CG_MOTION and DEFINE_GRID_MOTION are used to specify
the motion of the dynamic zone in FLUENT 16.0 by providing the velocities and grid update at each
time step.

4. Boundary Conditions and IDDES Model Validation

4.1. Determination of Time Step Size

IDDES-SST simulations yield ensemble-averaged flow fields. This allows the use of a large time
step if implicit temporal schemes are used, which leads to an essential decrease of computer processing
unit (CPU) time. The physical time scales for a certain flow configuration are not always known in
advance. Therefore, an appropriate time step size is very important for implicit temporal schemes.
The time step size is determined based on the highest velocity Umax, the smallest grid spacing ∆min,
and an acoustic Courant–Friedrich–Lewy (CFL) number. The highest velocity can be estimated with
1.5–5 times the average velocity Uavg acquired by a prior RANS simulation. These considerations are
taken into the following the expression for the time step size [17]:

∆t = CFL·∆xmin

Umax
= CFL· ∆xmin

1.5·Uavg
(13)

4.2. Computing Model and Boundary Condition

The simulations are based on the IDDES-SST model. The ideal gas law, constant thermal
conductivity and viscosity are assumed. Pressures at the inlet and outlet are defined. The engine is
naturally aspirated, hence the values of the pressure are set to atmospheric pressure. The first-order
upwind scheme is used to discretize the turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent dissipation. The second
upwind scheme is used to discretize the energy and density. The bounded central differencing is used
to discretize the momentum. The time step size is set to 2.5 × 10−6 s and max iterations are set to 1000
at 15,000 r/min. The determination of Cκ−ε

DES and Cκ−ω
DES have been explained and successfully applied

to the flow investigation in an engine [17]. Therefore, Cκ−ε
DES = 0.61 and Cκ−ω

DES = 0.78 are suitable values
for the present study.

4.3. Experimental Results

The calculated flow mathematical model is validated by experimental results described in
DeFilippis et al. [25]. The selected locations are in the rotor-housing central plane. The same
symmetrical recesses are used for the simulation and the experimental test.

Table 2 shows the comparison of the simulation results with the experimental data. For four
different crankangles (CA), the simulation results are in good agreement with the experimental data.
For example, when the CA is at 730◦, the fluid forms the swirl at the front of the combustion chamber.
Both of them have the same flow phenomenon. When the CA is at 1000◦, the unidirectional flow is
observed because of the reduction for chamber volume. The simulation results with the experimental
data are in good agreement at other CAs.
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Table 2. Comparison of the experimental data with the simulation results.

CA/◦ Experimental Results Simulation Results

730
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5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Velocity Field

The averaged and instantaneous 3D velocity field within the cylinder are computed by the RANS
and IDDES-SST model, respectively. Figure 3 shows the location of cross sections for comparison.
The cross sections are obtained by slices located in Y-planes. The location of the cross sections is
Y = −6 mm and Y = −10 mm, respectively. Figure 4 compares the computed time-averaged X-velocity
component for RANS and the instantaneous velocity component for IDDES-SST in different cross
sections. By comparing the velocity field between Figure 4b,d, an impression of the resolved velocity
fluctuations can be obtained for the instantaneous velocity values. The flow fields form the closed
zones that interact with each other. It is important to note that no such fluctuations can be found in
the RANS calculation. At Y = −6 mm, the flow velocity near the pocket is relatively large, as shown in
Figure 4a,c. Comparing Figure 4a,b, it can be seen that the velocity at the central zone increases from
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Y = −6 mm to Y = −10 mm. The results indicate that strong turbulence may be occurred at the leading
of the chamber.Energies 2018, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW  7 of 15 
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In order to study the instantaneous field near the intake port, the location of the cross section
is shown in Figure 5 and remains fixed. Figure 6 shows instantaneous X velocity development in
the cross section through the intake port during the intake stroke. During the initial phase of the
intake stroke shown by Figure 6a, two reverse vortices with the same radius can be observed at
one side of the cross section. The space between the intake port and the rotor is small and the gas
velocity from the intake port is very large; therefore, the gas has to divide into two strands due to not
having enough development space after the high-speed gas hits the surface of the rotor. The radius of
anticlockwise vortices A increase and the clockwise vortices move toward the top of the cross section
in Figure 6b. In this stage, since the radius of A becomes large, the space at both sides is squeezed.
The top near the intake port has space for the formation of the small vortex structures. Several small
vortex structures without a dominant flow direction can be observed at both sides of cross section
in Figure 6c. The formation of these vortices is the result of the partial gas flow of A hitting the wall.
At the end of the intake process, small vortex structures diminish and only two large-scale vortices can
be observed in Figure 6d.
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5.2. Coherent Structure

The identification of coherent structure can be realized by the Q-criterion. The value of Q
represents the intensity of the vortex. High transient and intensity flow characteristics occur due to
the high-speed operation of the small rotary engine, so choosing a reasonable value for Q is necessary.
The Q-criterion is used to reflect vortex structures by defining the iso-surface using a specified Q
value; so the Q selected within appropriate value ranges can be accepted. Figure 7 shows the vortex
field at 360◦ BTDC under different Q values. At Q = 106 s−1 shown in Figure 7a, the vortices of the
chamber are in chaos so that the vortices with high intensity cannot be filtered out. As Q = 108 s−1

shown in Figure 7c, the vortex field is unable to fully reflect the characteristics of a coherent structure.
By comparing and screening, the Q = 107 s−1 is the appropriate value. In Figure 7b, it can be seen that
there are large numbers of vortices with different features in the whole combustion chamber. In this
condition, the characteristics of coherent structure are fully demonstrated.
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(c) Q = 108 s−1.

The coherent structure in the chamber will change with the operation of the engine. Vortex fields
with different CA at 15,000 r/min are shown in Figure 8. In the intake process shown in Figure 8a,
large numbers of vortices distribute in the whole space of the chamber and the scale length of vortices
at the central zone is relatively large. The intake charge and velocity is large so that a large amount
of gas flow gathers in the center of the chamber. The number of vortices in the trailing is small due
to the rotation direction of the rotor. At the end of the intake stroke shown in Figure 8b, it can be
found that reverse vortices with high intensity form in the intake port and the number of vortices in
the leading increases compared to that at CA = 360◦ BTDC. In the compression stoke at 135◦ BTDC,
as shown Figure 8c, the scale length of vortices decreases further. Large scale vortices formed in the
intake process begin to deform and break up, leading to a more small-scale length of vortices formed
in the chamber. At 135◦ BTDC, turbulence has been fully developed. Therefore, the ignition time set at
135◦ BTDC may be a good choice for the small rotary engine. At 450◦ BTDC, most of the vortices break
up further and eventually disappear. This is because that very small space is unable to maintain the
development of the vortices. It can also found that in the leading of the chamber vortices hardly exist.
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Figure 8. Vortex fields with different CA at 15,000 r/min (Q = 107 s−1). (a) CA = 360◦ BTDC;
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5.3. Velocity Fluctuation

Velocity fluctuation is one of the most important flow characteristics in a small rotary engine.
The relative magnitude of fluctuation velocity suggests flow stability, so the root-mean-square (RMSE)
is selected to represent the velocity fluctuation. The RMS of fluctuating velocity in the central plane
parallel to the cover is shown in Figure 9. The plane geometric scheme corresponding to the crankshaft
angle can also be seen in Figure 9. It can be found that the fluctuation velocity RMS of the X direction
decreases from the leading to the trailing as shown in Figure 9a,c. Its maximum is 33 m/s and
minimum is 9 m/s at 450◦ BTDC. The maximum reduces to 30 m/s and 8 m/s at 205◦ BTDC. The
results indicate that the kinetic energy of the X direction has no significant dissipation. The velocity
fluctuation peak of the Y direction occurs at the mid-back as CA is at 450◦ BTDC in Figure 9b. The
value is up to 21 m/s. The velocity fluctuation peak of the Y direction occurs at the middle as CA is
at 205◦ BTDC in Figure 9d. The value is up to 28 m/s and the distribution of Y velocity RMS is like
a paraboloid.
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5.4. Velocity Circulation

The center and radius of the swirl are determined based on point-based methods [21,23], which
are computationally less expensive and more accurate but time-consuming. Swirls in the rotary engine
are continuously changing in a whole cycle. Therefore, the swirl radius, swirl center and swirl ratio are
continuously changing with the rotation of the rotor. Figure 10 shows the velocity vector field on the
different Z planes and streamlines in the vortex circle under different CA. The Z axis is perpendicular
to the cover of the engine shown in Figure 1. Z = 0 represents the middle plane in the chamber. There
are two obvious vortices in the Z plane shown in Figure 10a. One is at the leading of the chamber,
the other is at the trailing of the chamber. The circular zones show the streamlines and the contour of
velocity. At 450◦ BTDC, the radius and velocity magnitude of 1 are 0.6 mm larger than that of 2. With
the variation of the distance from the center plane to the cover, the central position and radius of the
vortex have moved, as shown by Figure 10b. The radius of 2 at Z = 0 is 0.45 mm larger than that at
Z = 4. The intake port is in the middle of the chamber at the Z direction. The fresh charge and gas-flow
velocity are relatively large and the rotor moves counter-clockwise. Therefore, more air flow comes
together in the leading of the chamber so that the radius of 1 at Z = 0 mm is 0.6 mm larger than that
at Z = 4. The air flow from the trailing is obstructed by high-speed airflow from intake port, so the
airflow moves toward the two sides of the chamber and then toward the front of the chamber. It is
found that vortex 1 disappears at Z = 6 by numerical simulation. At 202◦ BTDC, the gas is compressed
in Figure 10c,d. The vortex centers close to the cylinder wall at Z = 0 mm and close to the rotor wall at
Z = 4 mm. There are three vortex centers in the plane at Z = 4 mm. Large high-speed airflow in the
middle of the chamber hits the walls to form a greater number of vortices. Previous swirls formed by
the trailing airflow due to the obstruction of the intake airflow have been broken up. Therefore, three
vortex centers are present in the plane at Z = 4 mm. At the plane in Z = 4 mm, the rotation directions
of 1 and 2 are counterclockwise and the rotation directions of 1 and 2 are clockwise.
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Figure 10. Velocity vector field on the z plane and streamlines in the vortex circle under different CA.
(a) Z = 0 mm, CA = 450◦ BTDC; (b) Z = 4 mm, CA = 450◦ BTDC; (c) Z = 0 mm, CA = 205◦ BTDC;
(d) Z = 0 mm, CA = 205◦ BTDC.
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At 450◦ BTDC, the position and radius of vortices are shown in Figure 11. The position of vortex
center 1 at the X coordinate and Y coordinate increases with the increase of the distance away from
the plane at Z = 0 mm in Figure 11a,b. This keeps constant substantially as the X direction moves
4 mm along the Y direction. The position of the vortex center 2 produces jumping at plane Z = 4 mm.
It indicates that the swirls of the region from the Z = 4 mm to the cover are generated by the trailing
airflow and forms near the walls. The radius of 1 decreases gradually shown by Figure 11c, which
suggests swirls breaks up from the middle to the cover. The radius of 1 increases first, then decreases.
This is because that high speed airflow from the intake port is helpful for the formation of vortices
and accumulates to make the radius become large. The influence of the high speed airflow begins
to weaken near the cover, so the radius decreases. Velocity circulation is an important parameter
for characterizing the intensity of the vortex field. The counter-clockwise notation is assumed to be
positive while defining velocity circulation. Velocity circulation presents a similar curve law with the
radius. The value of velocity circulation 1 is close to 0 at the plane Z = 5 mm shown by Figure 11d,
which suggests that the vortices vanish. The value of velocity circulation 1 is greater than that of 2. The
reason for this is that the rotation of the rotor leads to greater airflow coming together in the leading.
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Figure 11. Position and radius of vortex at 450◦ BTDC. (a) The position of vortex center at X coordinate;
(b) the position of vortex center at Y coordinate; (c) vortex radius; (d) velocity circulation.

At 202◦ BTDC, the number of vortex increases rises to 6 from Z = 0 mm to Z = 6 mm, as shown
in Figure 12. The number first keeps constant, then increases. This shows that the vortices change
fairly dramatically. The vortices focus on the leading and middle of the chamber. Large swirls in
the middle of the chamber break up to be small swirls, and the number increases. The radius of the
vortices is small from Z = 0 mm to Z = 2 mm and large-radius vortices appear from Z = 3 mm to Z = 7
mm, as shown in Figure 12a. The maximum radius, 3.5 mm, appears at the plane Z = 3 mm. Velocity
circulation is negative from Z = 0 mm to Z = 3 mm and positive from Z = 4 mm to Z = 7 mm, as shown
by Figure 12b. This indicates that vortices in the chamber are formed by different sources and ways.
The radius near the middle is small, but the velocity circulation is large. This is due to a large velocity
gradient in the middle.
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Figure 12. Position and radius of vortex at 202◦ BTDC. (a) Vortex radius; (b) velocity circulation.

6. Conclusions

In this study, an improved delayed detached eddy simulation method combined with a
shear-stress transport model is used to study the three-dimensional turbulent characteristics in a
small rotary engine with a peripheral port. Instantaneous velocity, turbulent fluctuation, coherent
structure and velocity circulation have been obtained and the main conclusions can be drawn as
follows:

(1) In the initial phase of the intake stroke, two reverse vortices with the same radius form at one
side of the intake port. With the operation of the engine, the radius of the clockwise vortices
keeps increasing and several small vortex structures without dominant flow direction occur at
different positions.

(2) At 15,000 r/min, the large-scale vortex structures with high intensity mainly gather in the center
of the chamber and go through deformation and are broken during the intake process. At 135◦

BTDC, lots of small vortex structures distribute throughout the whole space of the chamber. Most
of the vortices disappear at the end of the compression stroke.

(3) Flow stability of the X direction increases from the leading to the trailing. The calculated results
show the maximum fluctuation velocity RMS at the X direction is mostly four times larger than
its minimum at 450◦ BTDC. The distribution of Y velocity RMS is like a paraboloid and the peak
position moves from the mid-back to the middle of the chamber.

(4) In the intake phase, two vortices occur at the cross section parallel to the covers and are located
at the leading and trailing of the cross section, respectively. Compared to the intake process,
more vortices occur at cross sections which are far away from the central section during the
compression process.

This work is presently concerned with applying an IDDES-SST turbulent model to the small
rotary engine, with the aim of predicting turbulent fluctuation during the motored condition. Efforts
are also being made to analyse more deeply the simulation outcomes, in particular by predicting
velocity fluctuations and coherent structures. The aim is to realize IDDES-SST simulations of a real
configuration. Turbulent fluctuation is an important issue in rotary-engine development. According to
the results, the distribution of turbulent fluctuation in the whole chamber is significantly non-uniform.
Turbulent fluctuation variations are important, since these variations can decide whether the condition
(gas motion and composition) in the combustion chamber and, especially, in the vicinity of the spark
plug are favorable for stable ignition and flame propagation or not. Moreover, the mixture can fail
to ignite or the flame is quenched directly after ignition, which is undesirable in terms of engine
roughness, efficiency and unburned hydrocarbon emissions. This condition is significantly influenced
by the turbulent fluctuation generated during the intake process, which is determined by the shape of
the intake port and the design of both the intake port and the combustion chamber.
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Nomenclature

N cycle number
→
UEA mean velocity
→
U transient fluctuation velocity
→
UF fluctuation velocity
ΓL velocity circulation
ui, uj fluctuation velocity magnitude at X, Y
xi, xj X, Y coordinate X, Y coordinate
Wij vorticity
J vortex intensity
Sij mean strain rate tensor
τij tensor of stress
κ turbulent kinetic energy
t time
L a certain close curve
LIDDES IDDES length scale
LRANS RANS length scale
LLES LES length scale
∆ grid scale
Cw empirical constant
Cdes factor of length scale
d distance to the nearest wall
f̃d empirical delay function
fe elevating function
F1 first blending function of the SST
Greek Letters
ρ density
µ molecular viscosity
µt turbulent viscosity
σ blending function
β∗ constant value
Acronyms
LES large eddy simulation
RNS Reynolds-average Navier Stoke
LDV laser doppler velocimetry
BTDC before top dead center
ATDC after top dead center
RNG renormalization group
CA crank angle
DES mean strain rate tensor
IDDES improved delayed detached eddy simulation
TKE turbulent kinetic energy
SST shear-stress transport
PIV particle image velocimetry
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